
Glenn’s STORY: 

REVEALING “WHY” I AM ME !!! 

My childhood was not too unusual, growing up in Burnaby, as did my parents.  Beyond the 

many usual bumps and bruises, cuts and scrapes from rough play and adventures with my 

friends, I somehow came through it all quite well with no broken bones or even stiches – 

compared to most others… 

My family – including 2 brothers (one older and one younger) - enjoyed summer holidays with 

great camping trips and outdoor activities.  All the usual neighbourhood stuff went on, too.  We 

weren’t well-off but happy as could be, regardless.   

Our Mother became a very good baker as a stay-at-home Mom, raising us and I really enjoyed 

spending indoor days with her in the kitchen, especially one-on-one. 

I do recall what seemed to be a scary event when I first began school – I walked there hand-in-

hand with my Mother on the first day and when we were very close to the school, I felt her 

hand release mine, suddenly and I immediately  looked back with what must have been a 

horrible expression on my face.  I was shocked to be left on my own so suddenly and couldn’t 

believe she “left me” – even for such a brief time… 

Of course, school wasn’t such a bad experience, after all and I soon forgave her & forgot that 

scary experience (or at least buried it).  I was a good student, overall and got along quite well.  

Was scolded for being too “talkative” in class, however; that may have actually been the start 

of my rebellious view of some authorities and also their attempt to “silence” me, which I 

resisted. 

Many years later, while in my teens, the family had an opportunity to purchase a recreational 

property in Washington State.  This provided ongoing outdoor experiences for the family over 

many happy years.  My own 2 children also experienced pleasant activities while away – from a 

very early age. 

For my 40th Birthday, which was in Summer, it was suggested we also all meet there for another 

happy weekend experience away.  The extended family attended without incident, as usual.  

Late one afternoon, early on, Dad and my older brother decided to hop on their bikes and ride 

around the small lake on the trails we had ridden before & then return for the delicious meal 

which was just being prepared.  The rest of us pitched-in for that nice Birthday dinner in the 

great outdoors.  All was going nicely – as usual on a beautiful late afternoon – until… 



Just in-time for dinner, we saw my brother riding toward us & the thought was “perfect 

timing”; all was just about ready and we were ready to celebrate.  However – I happened to 

suddenly notice the look of distress on his face.   Gasping for breath after riding back up the hill 

from the lake, he blurted out “Can’t find Dad’; we got separated, somehow and…”       

What the ____ !? 

How could that be true; was he joking ?  But no – the distressed look never turned into a grin 

for even a second, such as might be the case on any other day… 

I began to panic – naturally – and immediately thought of our young children who just adored 

their Grandpa who was no longer with us and their potential reaction to all this at such a tender 

young age.  We quickly returned to the lakeside and the area trails after letting a few of the 

other adults know what was going on and that we’d certainly try to bring Dad back with us. 

After what seemed to be hours of calling out and listening carefully for anything in response 

and looking where he had last been seen, the worst had to be finally considered.  We were out 

of options – except for calling 9-1-1.  I did so, trying to remain as calm and focused as possible 

under the circumstances.  The local Sherriff’s department was dispatched and attended in 

numbers, determined to find Dad that evening and restore normalcy, as they must have done 

so many times before with missing loved ones we never knew about… 

As evening wore on, finally, I realized my own agony and near exhaustion but felt I needed to 

show strength for our Mom and the children, if nothing else.  As darkness came upon us, the 

search that evening was halted, but with no results – just unending questions.  I really cannot 

recall if I slept at all.   

Next morning, it seemed all the stops had been pulled out and the officers returned in larger 

numbers with bloodhounds, helicopters in the air and what seemed like hundreds of folks on 

foot and even on horseback.  Of course this was appreciated so much, even if it seemed like 

“overdoing it”, at first.  The Lake and nearby river were also searched by water.  NOTHING at 

all, in the end – no trace at all of Dad, his red bike or even a scrap of torn or discarded clothing, 

as yet another evening became darkness.  Incredible.  How on earth does someone just vanish ?  

It made our minds overload with worry and continued disbelief about him and was he suffering 

an lying somewhere in pain all alone or no longer alive /taken from us so suddenly, as the 

seemingly worse scenario. 

I felt more and more as if Mom needed shielding or protecting, somehow, as she was trying to 

be really strong, but how long could she continue ?  I took on that role as best I knew.  I just felt 

it was my place – like it or not. 



That was a real “tipping point” in my adult life.  I had become the Protector /Defender quite by 

accident… 

No trace of Dad was ever found or uncovered, since that fateful day over 15 years ago; that 

Sherriff’s department is still as baffled as anyone, although we have kept in-touch. 

It was at this point I really started to look at my “Core Values” and appreciate even more the 

values I had learned from my Dad, as well as my family.  It seems it takes something like this 

“unfortunately” to make us sit back and acknowledge and realize who we really are and WHY 

we are who we are.   My Dad was a great person to learn from and life has taught me values 

such as: 

Integrity, Passion, Caring, Protecting, Patience, Dependability, Honesty, Service, 

Trustworthiness and Accountability.   I will always be grateful and remember my Dad for all that 

I learned from him. 

With this realization, of who I now was, what I stood for and especially WHY, I left my 

employment (much to the shock of those who knew me) over a real clash of conflicting values 

with the business owner and looked for my “place” in this world, as to how apply my new-

found passion.  I became  driven to help protect people… 

Since then, reflecting on experiences since that point in time, I’ve recognized I care so very 

much for my family, friends and our Clients and for the passion I have around my core values. 

I consciously determined to treat all our Clients – just like family /friends… 

That has become my “WHY” – my unique personal Story – as to not just why I do what I actually 

do, but why I do it the WAY I do it and have for so many years, with such passion to serve and 

protect our Clients, just like a parent would fight for their own child. 

I’ve been told I go well beyond the ‘minimum’ and really go the distance for our Clients.  – This 

is my WHY and That is what sets us apart from our competition... 

   

To the Rescue… 


